
Insights from research 
This document summarise important insights for all research 
methods (forms, interviews, desktop research etc.). It’s purpose is 
to help me analyze the research for next phases. 

 

Interview with Rene Darmont 

 
 
Insights: 

- client should be able to share his vision in one flow (not/only a bit structured) 
- if creative technique is presented to client, the goal of it and activities it involves 

should be very clear 
- form/agency should speak with client in “his language” (no geak talk) 
- being able to advise clients on requirements for the website is something extremely 

powerful 
- client expects to actually talk with someone from agency (chatting is a bare minimum) 

 
User test insights: 

- form should talk client’s language 
- it is important to answer user’s questions and doubts and give feedback on his 

current actions 



- experience of the concept should feel more personal. Proposed solutions: video call, 
live chat, call 

 

Interview with Gert Keij 

 
 
Insights: 

- client expects to meet/see people behind his website 
- relationship with client should be built from the beginning of the process 
- process can be based on digital communication unless there was some 

video/face-to-face contact before 
- being afraid of agency not correctly interpreting clients vision is a common doubt for 

client. Agency should assure from beginning that they will try to interpret client's 
vision as best as possible 

- possibility to give feedback on design before coding phase is something client not 
always expects but gives him a lot of positive feelings 

- agency should advise client on his choice of services as client expects it 
- if creative technique is used it should be explained clearly and presented with 

examples 
 
User test insights: 

- form shouldn’t make things too serious as it’s first step towards getting a client and 
“serious” scares some clients 

- form should make it really clear what client budget is/what is he paying for 
- process should allow client to tell/type freely anything he wants to share 



Kano Analysis (both interviews) 
Insights: 

- form shouldn’t make things too serious as it’s first step towards getting a client and 
“serious” scares some clients 

- form should make it really clear what client budget is/what is he paying for 
- process should allow client to tell/type freely anything he wants to share 

 

Customer Journey Map 

 
 

Form insights 

Report ← link 
 
Insights and next steps: 

- Online form should allow client to talk with contact from agency by online call 
software or in person 

- Online form should ask client about services they need, goals they have for project, 
their target group and design style they like 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zKnFT2tII534byNXwPwfmnyiQ5qAV-Tv/view?usp=sharing


- ~60% of clients are uncertain about what exactly they need in terms of services. It’s 
great opportunity for upsells in form flow. 

- a lot of designers use creative techniques to understand their clients. Online form can 
take inspiration from that. 

 

MoSCoW 
In order to prioritize requirements for design I conducted MoSCoW technique. Because, the 
process of collecting information with client and keeping in touch with him can be seen as 
services design, as it has many touch-points I filtered it with different colors of post-its. 
Yellow - directly connected to form concept, pink - for requirements connected to everything 
that happens during and after the process and blue - for general insights. 
 
I prepared my MoSCoW board as on the picture: 

 

 
 
Then I wrote all the insights on post-its with corresponding color. 



 
 
After that I’ve tried to put them in the right columns based on knowledge I gained during 
research. 



 



 



 



 



 
 

Summary of MoSCoW 
Must: 



- form must speak client’s language (form) 
- client must be able to give feedback on design before coding (during/after process) 
- process/flow explain client’s doubts and unfamiliar terms, like SEO (form) 
- client must be able to specify general budget, instead of having fixed prices for each 

service (form) 
- process must be clear with budget (general) 
- process should be able to advise clients on services (form) 
- client should be able to talk with someone from agency. It can happen by video call 

or in person (during/after process) 
 
Should: 

- client should be able to share his vision in one flow (form) 
- form, being first contact with agency, shouldn’t make things too serious (for example 

asking to pay in advance) (form) 
- client should have possibility to contact agency via digital communication, only if 

video or in person communication is present in the process (during/after process) 
- form should clearly understand client’s services, goals and target group (form) 
- form/process should feel personal (general) 

 
Could: 

- form could use creative technique to understand client, like MoSCoW (form) 
- process should involve meeting/seeing people behind clients website (during/after 

process) 
- form could allow client to talk freely (form) 
- process could assure/explain how and why we will interpret client’s vision (to explain 

the process) (general) 
 
Won’t: 

- form won’t have fixed price for services (form) 
- form cannot make things too serious at the beginning (form) 
- process cannot involve only digital communication (general) 


